1125 S Military Hwy, Chesapeake, VA
(757) 361-0160

Steeltip Luck of the Draw
Saturdays @ 5:30 and 8:30
Format:
Entry: $8 for each LOD
Format: Double elimination, best of 3 legs 1
Closest to the bull calls the game and starts 2
+ Players earn points towards $500 Rolling Payout 3
+ Bull Shot: single = 40%, double = 80% of pot 4
+ Mystery Out: match the drawn out = 80% of the pot 5
1

Matches may be only 1 game at the LOD Director’s discretion (too many players, Cinderella rule)
Winner of the coin toss decides who shoots for bull first. Games are either Cricket or 501 in any
order or the same game for all legs. Loser of the first leg decides who shoots bull first for the
second leg. If a third leg is needed, loser of the coin toss for the first leg chooses.
3
$2 of the entry fee goes towards the Rolling Payout pot. When pot reaches $500, top 5 players in
points each receive $100 and their points zero out. Players in teams finishing in 1st place earn 5 pts,
2nd place earns 4 pts, and 3rd place earns 3 pts. All other team players earn 1 pt.
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Only players playing in the luck can buy tix: $1/ea. Max of 5 Bull Shot tix per player. Tix cannot
be passed on to other players. Only one dart aimed at the bull; bounce outs = missed bull.
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$1 of the entry fee goes towards the Mystery Out pot. 501 outs for both LODs are recorded. At the
end of the 2nd LOD, an out from 2 to 170 will be drawn at random. If a team (or more than one) has
recorded the drawn out, that team(s) wins 80% of the Mystery Out pot. Teams need not be present
to win. The highest out in the box will be taken out every week until there’s a winner.
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